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COUNCIL REVIEWS SEAL;
DISCUSSES NEW CONST.
Student Council adopted a blazer and design for a crest nt
last week's meeting. The blazers are all-wool and deep maroon and
will be available soon at J. C. Penneys. The boys' blazers will sell
for approximately $22 and the girls' for about $12.
- The new school emblem was discussed at the meeting and
Larry Stanley presented ten different designs which had been sub-*
mitted by the art department. The council reviewed them and CMM
two to send to President Martin without recommendation. The flrsl
choice was drawn by Chester Buchanan. It is hoped that one of tag
designs will be used on our school blazers. The color selected for Wf
blazer was a rich maroon.
There were other interesting Karem. They are to meet and sealed their own chairman.
items taken up.
Qualifications are as the con*
First thing on the agenda was
stltution
reads: for president anfl
finishing pk«is for Jim Showalter
vice-president,
a junior next yeafcand Bernlce Darland's trip to
Florida. The trip is to a conven- with a one point standing. Trea*
tion at which they will represent urer and secretary consist of anyjEastern's Student Council. South- one with a one point and a sop!
ern University. Student Govern- omore. The petitions are to ha
ment is sponsoring the convention | fifty names qualifying the eli.
to help schools further their stu- ! bility of the candidate,
dent government.
„ Council urged that each cand
Larry Stanley went on to make date present a program and
a report concerning the new con- \ willing to discuss his Ideas befo
.«i«..ti
w= told
loin ..«
nn He
stltution.
us that
that he
he had
had the student body.. Elections wi
talked with the President about be held on May 8th. Posters w:
the constituUon and Dr. Martin be placed around campus further
suggested that the Council appoint discussing the campaign.
The meeting then adjourned.
a committee to go before the faculty. A committee of four was
appointed consisting of Charles
Klonne, Larry Stanley, Beverly
Rouse, and Barbara Edwards. The
date WHS arranged then for this
week to meet with the faculty
committtec on Student OrganizaPat Bogie and Peggy Karem.
tions.
co-chairmen »f the While Kn*«
Don Axson, president of the Formal, have announced commitcouncil, then recognized . a new tee members and plans for this
member. The sophomore class had year's dance to be held from '8
replaced Charles 'McCormick with to 12 p.m. in Walnut Hall of tt)e
Jerry Simpson who will serve out Student Union Building May 12.
the rest of the term.
This dance will feature the Si|IDiscussion was brought to the tans, a band from Louisville, KenKPRINfi AT EASTERN—With snqw in the immediate past and 70° temperatures in the immediate present, Eastern students pay proper
floor concerning election of offi- tucky.
tribute to Spring. The Dogwood blossoms frame the essence of the season: girls, bermudas, sunglasses and convertibles. A change in
cers for next year. The council declothes and a new outlook raise the spirits of everyone. Bermudas and swimming trunks and then 'To Boonesboro Everyone".
Sponsored by the freshman class.
cided that they would have to go the White Rose Formal is open to
by - the old constitution require- freshman women and their esments. Petitions will have to be corts. The admission w411 be $290
in by Monday and the election is per couple and roses will be prethe following week. A committee sented to each couple.
was appointed responsible for setThe Queen, to be selected frofjj
ting up the polls and verifying ten candidates nominated by "
names on the petitions and t<j han- freshman women, will be anno'
.,•«.-•
dle candidate i^»n*--«*H»e*W pub- wHtt''Hw dtnctr -Thelicity for the election. The com- ) eprescnting Sullivan Hall are: Gib.
mittee is comprised of Bob Spur- berta Potts, Phyllis Halblafb, Lontin, Jim Barrett, Beverly Rouse, | da Lewis. Phyllis S trunk, Helan
Nellie King, Ph|l Bryan, Peggy Dolt, Libby Mays, Mary Lynn
Myers, and Sharon Shephard. The
freshmen of Burnam Hall will be
represented by Lois Osborne while
Muff Jennings is the candidate
from Farris House.
The committees which have been
in preparation for this
Phyllis Fisher, junior English organized
dance are as follows: Decoiations:
major from Winchester, has been Carolyn Day and Gail Mountford,
elected president of the Canterbui-y co-chairmen; Mary Long CarpenApproximately 200 women students were recognized for ouj
Club for 1961-1982.
ing scholarship, leadership and service Wednesday morning
ter, Mary Jane Arnold, Gcraldine
Dr.
Clyde
L.
Orr,
director
of
the
14
th
annual Honor's Day Program for Women at Eastern Stal
Other officers eiectea were Ron- Wells, Lula Mae Fullon, members;
ajptMnie Wolfe, vice president; Linda Publicity: Marian Bazzy, chair- University of Kentucky Ashland
lege.
Highlights of the program, sponsored by the Women's AdnM|M>
Gassaway, secretary; and Barbara man; Linda Keith, Sandra Nun- Extension Center, has been aptrative Council, were the tapping ceremonies of the women's leadership"
Sowders, treasurer.
nelley, Mary Bryan, and Mary pointed associated dean of instruchonoraries.
Suzanne Hale was chosen as the George Lockard; Flowers: Shar- tion for graduate studies at EastMiss Arlene Hatton, Richmond, presided at the Ceremonies in
editor of next year's Belles Let- lene Conley, chairman; Muff Jen- ern State College. President RobHiram
Brock Auditorium.
tres.
nings, Melva Groot, and Barbara ert R. Martin announced that Dr.
The
Eastern president. Dr. Rob- liamson, Berca. The outstanding
The Canterbury Club will hold its Bunch.
Orr would assume his duties on
ert R. Martin, congratulated the contribution award was presented
annual picnic for English majors
Sept. 1.
/'
recipients of the
awards and to Judy Kendle, Dayton.
and faculty Wednesday, May 12.
He
will
replace
Dr.
R.
E.
Jaghonors as he delivered "A Word of
A supper of fried chicken will be
Homo Economics Club — Presigers,
who
retires
at
the
end
of
the
Appreciation." He said he was dent, Jeanette Webb, Mt. Sterling;
served. Tickets will be 75 cents
summer
term
at
the
college.
"happy
that
Eastern
could
have
vice president. Antoinette Kelemer,
and reservations should be made
Dr. Orr is a graduate of Lincoln
a day set aside to honor its stu- Lynch; secretary, Betty Parrott,
with Emma Carol Dodd or Dr.
Memorial University, where he obdents,
but
it
is
too
bad
that
it
Rhodes.
Transportation will be
Crane
Nest; parliamentarian, Ann
Saturday will be a big day for tained a B.S. degree. He holds a
is not possible to give credit to all Gordon Scott, Dover; historian, Jo
furnished.
sports at Centre. There is a track master's degree from the Univerour young women who deserve Ellen
Chi! ton.
Campbellsburg;
meet and a baseball game schedof Tennessee, and the doctor
chaplain, Sylvia Hall, Berea.
it"
uled as a preliminary for what sity
of education degree from the UniHe said that those honored toRecognition for having received
sounds like a gala affair.
day were the college's representa- membership awards to the AmeriThe folks over at Centre have versity of Kentucky.
Dr.
Orr
has
been
an
elementary
tives of the best "They are not all can Home Economics Association
been nice enough to extend an inof the best," he said, "but re- was wiven to Ann Scott Corns,
vitation to all Eastern students to teacher in Lee County, Va., a high
school
teacher
at
Grundy,
Va.,
presentative
of the best that can Vanccburg; Jeanne Adams. Richcollege graduates who have an in- attend as a body and be guests on principal of Versailles High School,
be found, not only here, but in col- mond; Betty King, Paris; Barbara
terest, but no formal training or the campus for a series of events. and a part-time instructor of
After the sports events, Centre's
leges and universities throughout Moloney, Bellevue; Phyllis Hamilprofessional experience, in journEastern.
the nation."
ton, Brooksvllle; Jane Hamilton,
alism. They will receive, a thorough pre-graduation, all-sports banquet
DR.
CLYDE
I..
ORR
He is a member of the Kiwanis
New officers of organizations Shelbyville.
education in the necesesary tech- will be held in the football stadium Club.
Phi
Delta
Kappa
Education
The Charles F. Weaver Award
niques of journalism, plus the re- from 7 to 9 p.m. After this Cen- Fraternity, Masonic 'Lodge, Chris- They have two daughters, Mary were recognized by the retiring
presidents and were presented with was presented to Jeanne Adams,
search training which is becom- tre's fraternities will have open tian Church, University of Ken- Anne, 13, and Beth, 11.
Richmond,
by Nancy Campbell,
house
with
parties
raging
in
each
the flower of the organization. The
ing more and more necessary in
and every one. Eastern is cordial- tucky Alumni Association, the
officers and awards were as fol- president of the Home Economics
the field.
Club.
ly invited to take part in the revel- Kentucky Education Association,
lows:
The program will be limited to
and a member of the Special
Freshman Mathematics AchieveMusic Council—President. Janice
a few students. Students success- ries.
Studies
Committee
and
Resolutions
This is a very nice gesture on the
Fulkerson, Valley Station; first ment Award — Sally Johnson, Rusfully completing the course will be part of Centre, which is just 35 Committee of the Kentucky Asvice president, Ruth West, Rich- sell, was presented by Mrs. Joy
graduated with Master's degrees miles distance, and could go far sociation of Colleges, Secondary
mond: second vice president, Bet- Swafford of the Mathematics dein journalism.
The !>0-member Eastern Ken- ty Crisp, Allen; secretary, Barbara partment.
in furthering relationships between anH Elementary Schools. He is
married to th^former Rena Edds. tucky State College concert band Banes, Dillsboro, Ind.; treasurer,
(Continued on Page Four)
Women's Residence Hall Organthe two schools.
played before some 4,500 students Melanie Wood, Louisville. A schol- izations; Burnam Hall — President,
of "six Northern Kentucky h I g h i »;'8hTp"^award' was"'presented "to Martha Walker, Louisville; vice
schools during their annual spring N
Carrollton.
president, Sally Proctor, VerNancy Rodgers,
Rodge
tour Tuesday and Wednesday, April
Women's Recreation Association sailles; secretary. Sharlene Con25 and 26.
ley,
Russell; treasurer. Sally John—President. Sharon Muscn, LaNicholas J. Kocnigstein. band di- ; Grange; vice president. Myran son, Russell; social chairman, Judy
rector, announced that forty-minute | Young. Cincinnati; secretary. Suz- Justice, Russell. The award for
conccrts were presented at Ft. ; annc Marcum. LaGiange; treas- outstanding contribution to dormiThomas Highlands High School, j urer, Kay Whitaker, Cynthtana; tory life went to Jean M.Council,
Campbell County High at Alcxan- j business manager, Sheila Gilrcath. Louisville. Jeanne Ewing, Clemdtia, and Cnvingtnn Holmes HighjMrKec: intramural director. Bar- entsvillc, received the award for
on Tuesday, and Ludlow High, | bara, Sammons, Newtown, Ohio. having the most attractive room.
Memorial Hall — Most attractive
Boonc County at Florence, and , The outstanding contribution award
Simon-Kenton High at Indepcnd- WHs presented to Barbara Sam- room award was given to Elaine
enee. on Wednesday.
Campbell,
Buckhom: Charlotte
mons. Newtown. Ohio.
Physical Education Club — Bar- Jean Long, lioonevillc; Phyllis Terry,
Jackson.
The recipient of the
bara Sammons presented the
award to the senior woman in award for outstanding contribution
BELLES LETTERS
physical education with outstand- to dormitory life was Diane WenTO (iO ON SALE
ing service and leadership to Son- deroth, Dayton.
The 19ffl edition of Belles LetSullivan Hall — "Order of the
dra Kemper, Cincinnati.
tres will go on sale Monday,
Kappa Kappa 8igma— President. Dustpan Award" was given to
May 1. The book composed
Sharon
Barnes. Dillsboro. Ind.; PaAnne S. Johnson, Frankfort; vice
solely of writings by Eastern
president. Linda Arnspcrger, Cov- tricia Brewer, Corbin; Brcnda
students is sponsored by the
lngton: secretary. Suzanne Mar- Pinkston. Harrodsburg.
Canterbury Club.
Honorable mentions were given
cum, LoGrange; treasurer, Linda
A variety of styles and types
Snalding, Burgln. The award for to Nancy Sea, .Sinai, and Betty
of writing from poetry to onethe one contributing the most to Jane Vice, May's Lick. The react plays will be found in this
the club was giveen to Betty Tich- cipient of the award for on Islandyear's edition.
cnor, Ei langer Norma McKinney. I Ing contribution to dormitory Hie
The Belles Letlres will sell
Ashland, was presented the was Peggy Karem, Louisville.
for one dollar and will be availElementary Education Award —
achievement award for the swimable in the bookstore and from
Mrs. Julian Tyng presented the
mer making the most progress.
members of the Canterbury
award
to the outstanding elemenYoung Women's Christian AssoClub.
ciation - President, Barbara Rose, tary education woman to Judith
Canterbury Club will have a
Berea; first vice president, Ruth Eversole. Richmond.
ACADEMIC SUPERLATIVES honored at Wednesday's honor day program are pictured with Arlene
special meeting to distribute
Saturday Matinee — Anna MerAnn Jones, Mt. Olivet; second vice
Hatton, who presided over the ceremonies. They are, from left; Margaret Q. Barczuk. senior from
Belles Lcttres In Roark, room
president. Dianna Munson, Frank- ritt, Richmond, was the recipient
Frankfort; Diane Estep, sophomore from Richmond; Sandra Nunnelley. freshman from Cynthiana;
18, Monday.
fort; secretary, Evelyn Craft, of the Saturday Matinee Music
and Judith Delaney, Junior from Groves City, Ohio. Each had the highest point standings in their relOMImil o* Page- Paw)
Frankfort; treasurer, Judy Wilspective claaa.

t

White Rose Forma!
Plans Revealed

Lee Dlamon, a participant in the Miss Richmond Pageant Talent Show.

Martin Initiated
Into Pi Omega Pi
Last Tuesday
Dr. Robert R. Martin was initiated as an honorary member of Pi
Omega Pi, a national Commerce
Fraternity, at a Joint banquet" of
the Eastern Kentucky State College chapter and the Delta Pi Epsilon Chapter of the University of
Kentucky in the Blue Room of the
Johnson Student Union Building,
, April 25.
At the meeting presided over by
Miss Arlene Hatton, president of
j I Alpha Beta Chapter of Pi Omega
Pi, Dr. Martin spoke to the group
on the subject "A Look at Business Education." He discussed the
importance of business education,
its aims, and some of the problems with which business teachers
should be concerned. Dr. Martin
DIXON A. BARR
stated he hopes In the near future
to see construction of a new classroom building on Eastern's campus
to be used primarily by the commerce department.
These two organizations are national honorary fraternities in the
field of business education. Delta
Dlxon A. Barr, 29, Crown Point, Pi Epsilon is restricted to graduInd., teacher who is presently com- ate students. Fifty-one members
pleting; work toward the doctorate and guests attended the dinner.
of education degree at Teachers
College. Columbia University, has
been named director of the training school at Eastern State College.
,
His appointment was announced
today by President Robert R. MarThe following are some post
tin, and approved recently by the graduate opportunities available to
college board of regents. He will college graduates. They are Just
assume duties here Sept. 1.
portion of the many opportuniThe post is a consolidation of a
ties that are open to capable coltwo positions at Eastern. Previous- lege students. There are also a
ly, both the elementary and. sec- greater range in the subjects ofondary training schools on the
campus had individual directors. fered and courses possible.
University of Pittsburgh
However, under a new organization, Dr. J. Dorland Coates, who
The Administrative Science Cenhad served as head of the Model ter of the University of Pittsburgh
High School, has been named as- will support the independent resociate dean of instruction, for search of a scholar with demonteacher education, and Dr. Henry strated ability and interest in some
Martin, who had headed the ele- aspect of the operation of commentary laboratory school, is dean plex organizations.
The basic
Stipend of $5,000 for nine months
of students.
will
be
supplemented
as
follows:
The new $2 million H. I* Donovan Training School plant, for both an Allowance of $250 each for one,
elementary and secondary stu- two, or three dependents; the Feldents, will be ready for occupancy low's Traveling Expenses from his
upon Barr's arrival here. The two home in the United Stales (or from
buildings presently housing the point of entry into the United
training school students will be States) to Pittsburgh and return;
converted during the summer for incidental Costs or research. The
use as college classroom buildings proposed lesearch should promise
and will be ready for that use by to contribute to basic understanding of administrative processes.
the fall semester.
A 1953 graduate of Ball State Applications will be considered
Teachers College, Barr received fiom scholars in any of the social
the M,A. degree in 1959 from sciences or professional fields.
Teachers College, Columbia Uni- Normally candidates should not be
versity. He will complete require- more than five years beyond rements for the Ed.D. degree from ceipt of tire doctorate.
Columbia University in August
The Fellow in Administrative
He has served as an elementary Science will be expected to comteacher at Timothy Ball School, plete a research report or monoCrown Point, Ind.; Harding School, graph during his appointment but
Hammond. Ind.. and Glen School, will have no additional responsiRidgewood, N. J.
bilities. Applicants should submit
Be is married to the former research proposals, vitae and three
Charlotte Louise Van Deren of letters ol recommendation. AppliLexington. They have a son, Ed- callous for Postdoctoral Fellowward Standish Barr.
ship in Administrative Science will
The Junior-Senior prom will be due by March 1. and the award
will be announced on April 1. Apbe held tonight In the stuuVnt plications
and requests for .adI nlon Building from 9 until 1. ditional information
be adtill! Irish's orchestra will pro- dressed to: Director. may
Administravide the mimic. The theme of tive Science Center, University
of
the prom is "Rue de« Reveit" Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh 13, Pennsyl—"The Street of Dreams."
Final preparation!* are being vania.
at Syracuse University
made and a fine turnout is ex- Journalism
The twelve-months' program is
pected.
designed to give training; to top

D. Barr To Head
Eastern College
Training Schools

Assembly Program Features
omen

Fisher President
Canterbury Club

U.K. ASHLAND CENTER
DIRECTOR APPOINTED E K. S. C.
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF GRAD.

Centre Invites
Eastern Students

POST GRADUATES HAVE
MANY OPPORTUNITIES

Band Tours North
Ky. High Schools

Arlene Hatton Presides
Over 14th Annual Program
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An Invitation
Editor-in-Chief

MuEpsilon

1 Mu Honorary

i

Charles Klonne

Assistant Editors
News Editor

Marian Bazzy

Feature Editor

Sandra Nunnelley

Humor Editor

Dave Adams

Business Manager
Dear Student:

Circulation Manager

In recognition of: your firm adherence In principles in Hie face
at almost overwhelming ooposltior bv tveji:diced orgariz."tions that
think scholBrshin is important, vour nndvintr devotion to the products
o/ the hard and soft Beverage Industries, and your hard»VM -onposition of nil effn'ta to Bb'id"e thn f■ •« '•>— of po»«"e "'"dents I
would like to extend to you an invitation to join Mu Rpsiion Mu
Honorarv.
|*ii Ensilon Mu i« a national Honor societv nrennized To'- the exnressed purnose of honoring peoole who othcnv-'io won1'! not be
honored. No college student's edncntion ii comnlete until lie 'ins
been a member of an honorary. NFM perform" n'l sorts of service
iivoiects such as ushering" at nrogrnm-s or nn!Iinf un displavs or
Christmas trees. (Naturallv. since our expressed aim is to oromote
Our own activities, we strive for recognition i
Our ret»ular meeting' dates are the first and third Thnrsdavs
of every fourth month in the fiscal year, every second and fifth Wednesday of everv third month of the calendar year, and last two Tuesdays in everv fifth week of the school year. (If anybody remembers
the meeting they put up a sign.l
Dues are only five dollars per year for the local organization,
fifty dollars a year for the national, seven fifty for the state, plus
the norm"! In'tlo^nn fee of tb'rtv fiv^n d"" r> ?pH flftv two cents
to cover the handling and mailini? of the official club Din. (Available in tin. $12.50; silver. (99.SO: gold. $222.22 and n'ntinnm SI W4.3S.
The latter is recommended as it is more substantial. Remember to
add state and local taxes to the quoted amount. Prices si'hlect to
increase without notice.) Upon joining, you will receive FRJ'K. a
certificate good for 500 green stamps with your next $500 purchase
of official club products.
.If you wish to join, come to the ravine next Friday at four
o'clock. (A special session will also be Ivlil Thursday as many people suitcase. I As the meeting may be rough on clothing, wear only
a' confederate flag beach towel. Write your Initials on your forehead so that you can be identified later.
And so. until the sun sets and the grille closes for the night,
I am (beside myself, but):
Very truly yours.
PLUMB DAFT
President XEM

Cartoonist

Richmond Office Equipment
"School and Office Supplies"
PHONE 2473
South Third Street

■

'■'

Richmond, Ky.

■^•-3i7Tf&--l^^fe-T-»r- -■■Tfaf

Dave Adams, Larry Knarr

Pat Monaghan
Edwin Odar
Clyde Pack

Director of Publications

Don Feltnei

Feature Staff: Orin Abrams, Danny Blackburn. Bill Cloyd, Dwight
Short. Marguerite Smith, Ruby Smith, Gretchen Wuerderman.
News Staff: Melva Groot, Nellie King, Mary Ann Nelson, Harvey
Turner, Ronnie Wolfe, Barry Brennen.
Typists: Judy Driskell, Beverly Gillls.

The Underprivileged Few
We at Eastern Kentucky are still highly incensed
over the inexcusable conduct of the University of Tennessee athletic department last week-end in their decision not to compete in a track meet against Eastern.
The alibis were profuse, but none of them were acceptable. At first, they didn't want to run us because
the weather was bad. This alibi didn't go over very well,
however, because it was a beautiful day.
Suddenly all of their best boys came down with
some strange disease. Then if finally came to light that
the great University of Tennessee didn't want to compete against our freshmen, especially since two of them
are colored.
The University of Tennessee track coach, himself
an Eastern graduate, allegedly was in full realization of
the fact that we had two colored boys on our team
when he scheduled the meet for Knoxville. Why then
did he insult our school and our players by having us
make the trip all the way down there only to be persecuted?
General Neyland, the venerable athletic director at
U. T., was quoted as saying that the Vols would compete against Negroes away from home but not at home.
To us, this hair-splitting statement was an indication of
social stupidity. This will have to go down in history as
one of the classical public relations goof-ups of all time.

Of course, we are alkwell aware of the obstacles
_,- that the American Negro .must hurdle during the course
of his life, especially in the South. Not many people
know, for instance, that when the University of Indiana
baseball team played Eastern here early this spring the
lone colored member of the Hoosiers was not permitted
to stay in Richmond's local hotel with the rest of the
team. He was forced to stay in a private home severa
miles outside of town. This is the same sort of insult
that we received at Tennessee.

Why Be A Negative?
LET

STAMPER'S STUDIO
Develop Your Potential

This is the same sort of business that sports have
helped to do away with to a great extent. However, as
long as people remain ignorant, superstitious, and unjustly prejudiced, the racial problem in and out of colege athletics will remain an area of awkwardness.

Want to know a good inexpensiv?
way to patch a quarrel with your
sweetheart without having to resort to verbal soft soap? A surefire means of cheering up a jailed
pal short of "springing" him? A
tried-and-true method of teasing
someone about his false
teeth
without risking personal injury?
The answers lie with those c urrently popular, long slim "studio''
type greeting cards which run the
lmut from A-musement to Zaniness. with large doses of allin-good-fun vinegar in between.
When studio cards first appeared
on the market they were considered
just another fad that would suffer
the same fate as the sack dress
and the hula hoop. But, as social
psycologists tell us, what begins
as a fad may end up as an accepted custom or fashion. Witness
bobbed hair, slocks, and bingo.
Initally created by small art
studios, studio cards have become
so widely accepted that such
double-take messages as the following are now acceptable: "Hap
!iy Birthday! I mean to put somehing in with this...but I remembered after I sealed the envelope."
Rust Craft, one of the nation's
leading publishers of greeting
cards, estimates that 10 per cent
of the production in the greeting
card industry is now devoted to
the studio card. The latter has
caught on so well with the public
that it is now coming out in multicolors, a new trend In studio cards,
and with wackier-than-ever meseaages. Take wedding anniversary
cards, for example. Sweetness-andfight verses have given way to:
"Happy anniversary to my husband. Remember how we started
with nothing, dear? Now we owe
everybody." From a son: "Happy anniversary, mother and dad.
You certainly accomplished somo
great things in your marriage...
like me for instance!"
Greeting cards have always
faithfully mirrored the times. The
sentimental 19th century went for
homemade valentines of fancy
lace, gilt cupids. red hearts and
colored paper. World War I saw
a vogue for red, white and blue
colors; and up through the ages
of jazz. Be-bop, bobbed hair, short
skirts, Dior fashions, rock and roll,
and the start of the space age
("Let's zoom, Valentine, with rocket and missile"), greeting cards
have ogne right along reflecting
the era in feeling and design.
Although breezy and biting at
times, studio cards are more often
than not taken in the spirit in
which they, are sent. Nothing is
immune from their healthy ribbing. Take the shut-in recuperating from illness and accident, receiving this cheerful (?) word:
"What do doctors recommend?
Prompt payment!" Or the card to
someone about to retire: "It's all
right for you to retire now... your
replacement has arrived." Inside,
a two-headed Martian.
Still want to know the answers
to the three questions posed at the
top of this article?
1j. Bend your sweetheart a card
showing a meek little face peering
from underneath a man-hole cover.
The Inside caption simply reads:
"Still mad?"
i. Send the jailed friend a convalescent card with the following
sentiments:
To A Shut In Pal
I cannot grin my widest grin
When I am out and you are in.
But on the day when you come
out
My smile will rival yours, Old
Scout.
3. Send the denture wearer a
card saying: "I'm glad to hear
you're traveling with the Upper
Set...you'd certainly look funny
without it."
But don't be surprised if you
get a card back from HIM reading: "There's something about you
that reminds me of a bird...your
brain!"

Letters To Editor
Dear Editor:
With Eastern now growing at
such a rapid pace to meet the
educational needs of the students
entering now and those to enter
in the future; I sincerely feel that
It is the responsibility and the
duty of the new administration to
realize
the fact
that Eastern
needs, besides the new dorms and
ground improvements, a NEW infirmary. One can be truthful In
stating that the one we now have
is as outdated as Hippocrates himself.
As Eastern grows, it becomes
more and more everyday like an
Independent town. We live here
nine months a year, we eat here,
we learn here, we sleep here and
needless to say, we're prone to get
sick here! In every town, one
finds the facilities to take care of
those infortunate ones. A student
has a hard enough time going to
school the way it is let alone being
sick and trying to do it if he isn't
able.
Naturally a new
Infirmary
would cost money—but doesn't
everything! The question is—lan't
the health and welfare of the students just as important as Ms education ? It isn't enough to renovate
the present infirmary, there has
to be a completely new one built.
By the time money was spent to
renovate and the cost of such a
job, it would be a lot cheaper in
the long run to build and equip it
with the most modern facilities
available This has to be done
sometime, so why not now. Eastern sure does need it!
Respectfully yours,
The Sick One

FOR RINT
FormoJ Clotnes
Witfc
AM Accessories
For Any Occasion

STANIFBt'S
MEN'S WEAR
144 Moin

S_*

VIEWS

Something Funny
Going On Here

ON THE NEWS
By

MARIAN

BAZZY

As Cuba simmers in the prospect of free-flowing blood. General
Challe and his revolutionaries admit defeat to a still triumphant gentleman. General Charles De Gaulle. With Alreria and Cuba stands Laos
filled with the fears of war. Red China still offers an insidious effort
for removing Nationalist China to make a vividly active world picture
for all men.
On the home-front comes news of the diligent efforts of the Central
Intelligence Agency which "successfully" reported the strength of Cuba
hi the last anti-Castro Invasion. If seems that the C. I. A. critics are
accusing the organization of having underestimated the strength of
Castro's military forces and overstated the prospects of a popular uprising against the present regime. Having nothing to do with the
C I. A. an interesting romnarison was made by Cuba's Castro, in a
4 hour and 2,1 minute public appearance, concerning Kennedy's resemblance to Hitler. Does this mean that Democracy can be uttered
in the same breath as Nazism? Can other nations of the world 'eel
a fallacious trend toward the "master race?" As long as the C. I. \
continues on its path of righteousness, the United States will licit
overwhelming nations such as those posed by Castro to continue it*
celebration of the Civil War Centennial.
Moving from this hemisphere one finds France facing what it
regards an internal problem in Algeria. The generals' revolt has been
put down but not before De Gaulle was forced to approach his countrymen with "aidez-moi; aidez-moi!" His cause was heard; his people
reacted -Challe. who led the revolt, is not "at the disposition of vhe
Government." Four days of rebellion rocked the foundation of France
— this rebellion could have spelled unknown repercussions.
Still. Caroline Kennedy brings the mood of Spring to America,
for her youth and name drew attention to her lively antics in the front
yard of the White House. The American scene also finds this country
playing host to a "rock-and-roll" dance group from Russia, who will
exhibit a modified can-can. which Khrushchev frowned upon so heartily
when he saw Shirley MacLalne filming a dance routine. Russia also
seems filled with jazz enthusiasm wnich has been labeled as good
because it's Russian—spoken as they listen to Benny Goodman.
In final review, Liz won an Oscar—"The Apartment" found its
industry's approval- -and an American in Paris termed its prospective
revolution as 'exciting." May the T. V. A. find Kentucky rood for
No wonder Lie Taylor got Oscar
something . . . someday . . . soon . . .
—and pneumonia

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

LOST—18.18 Mlddlesboro class
ring—initials R.K.F.

If found

contact Keith Fletcher. 107 Miller Hall.

TO SERVE YOU AT ALL TIMES.
Main Street
WE HAVE FOUR DEPENDABLE BARBERS
■■»

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
& LAUNDRY
220 East Irvine St.—130 Big Hid Ave (Across from Colonel Drive-In)

ONE DAY SHIRT SERVICE
ONE HOUR DRY CLEANING
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE — LYNN GRIFFIN

in a series of polls conducted by L*M student
representatives in oyer 100 colleges throughout
the nation.

MO®
Light lip an DM, and answer these questions. L^J^*~««c
Then compare your answers with those of 1,383 other
college students (at bottom of page).
Pack 01" Box
Question Hi
Answer:
Question #2:

Do you feel working wives can really have a happy, welladjusted family life?
Yes
No
How big a help to a college man is a car in building a successful social life?

Answer:

The biggest
Not so big—

Pretty big—
No help at all

Question #3:

Which of these fields do you believe provides the greatest
opportunity for success, within ten years after entry into
the field? (CHECK ONE)

Answer:

Electronics
_ Solid state physics
Advertising
Politics
i
Law_
. Business administration
Chemical engineering _ Medicine
Sales
Industrial design
Architecture
MathematicsPsychiatry
College teaching
Biochemistry-

Question #4:

Do you prefer a filter or a non-filter cigarette?,

Answer:

Filter

Non-filter

Campus Opinion Answers:

... Flavor that

navmr rfr/*» out
your taste.
Get the flavor only
L*M unlocks ...
in pack or box

Answer, Question #1:
Yes 61% - No 39%
Answer, Question *2:
The biggest 7% - Pretty big 55%
Not so big 32% - No help at all 6%
Answer, Question *S:
Electronics 14% - Solid state physics 5%
Advertising 8%-Politics 1%-Law 7%
Business administration 12%
Chemical engineering 8%
Medicine 26% - Sales 4%
Industrial design 1% - Architecture 3%
Mathematics 2% - Psychiatry 6%
College teaching 3% - Biochemistry 1%
Answer, Question #4:
Filter 73% - Non-filter 27%
With almost three oat of four college students now
in the filler camp, yon owe it to yourself to try L*M,
the filter cigarette that promises —and delivers—
flavor. The friendly flavor of ripe, golden tobaccos
... flavor that never dries out your taste.
The 11M Campus Opinion Poll was taken it ovtr 100 collates where
LtM has student representatives, and may not bt a statistically
random selection of all undergraduate schools.

• 1MI u,getl • Myers tobacco Co

I

*

'
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University Of Tennesse Refuses
To Compete In Track Meet With
Undefeated Maroon Trackmen

CrNDERMEN HAVE 7-0 RECORD

THIN-CLAps C<>NTI?>TE TO ROLL—pennls Sprouse, center, is shown a split second after breaking
T
the Mar6on
Maroons
104 f/4 -'
-MM
of Go—
Georgetown at Hanger Stadium. Richie Emmons, right, finished
s 10414
MV, conquest Of
third, as the Maroons made a cle
clean sweep.

Eastern Kentucky State College
officials learned Saturday morning that the University of Tennessee has refused to "omoete in
a scheduled track meet between
the two teams because of the use
of two Negroes on the Maroons'
undefeated team.
Coach Glenn Gossett. in a telephone conversation Saturday morning, said that U.T. offi-ials did
not make the d«ois'on Garlic* because General Nevland s'"»ti.'
director, was nm ivdl'sbls F-'dpv
night to --lake "r- decision. Saturday morning. Nevland. cor*«r>-inT
with his football coach. Rowd«n
Wvatt. told G"s»«t| •«-■.• ■••-. »),best Interess of the University of
Tennessee, we have d^-Men no to
go alori* with the meet."
the tape in the 100 yard dash in
Gossett said that ">ve worked
second, and Jimmy Chittum, left,
out on their track Friday afternoon and noth'nT was ss'd. •»
even hinted, at that time." He said
thst he was confident that Ralph
Patterson, U.T.'.s coach, and an
Eastern Kentucky g r a i n n t e.
Knew that he had two co'or«d boys
on his team. He also said "Patterson had sa'd earlier that he did
not want his
varsity squad to
Coach Glenn Gossett sends his ebmpe'e against Freshmen." The
Ohio Vallev Conference of which
powerful Eastern cindermen Eastern is a member allows freshagainst the University of the South men to
participate in soring
tomorrow afternoon in a 1 p.m. sports and many of the outstandHanger Stadium battle that may ing athletes are freshmen each
be the toughest test to date.
year.
The two
Negroes on
the
The Maroons, sailing along with
a 7-0 record, going into Thursday's Maroons' team are Ben Price and
scheduled meet with Marshall Uni- Boh Scott, both of Dayton. Ohio.
Eastern president, Robert R.
versity at Huntington, W. Va., still
had not been challenged very seri- Martin, this that "if they do not
want
to compete ae-air.st our stuously prior to yesterday's tussle
with the Big Green. Only Austin dents, we simply will not particinPeay, 89-42 losers, had come with- ate in the meet." "We certa'n'"in 50 points of the high-flying thin- would not want to cooperate with
clads In their seven meets thus anyone who discriminates against
on** students " h(» add***
far.
"Tukey" Hughe, athletic direcIn their last tilt, the Georgetown College Tigers fell for the tor of Eastern, said that "Patterson
knew that we Mrl colored b->vs
second time this season 104%-28V«.
Just a week ago, the Tigers were on our team before thev made the
downed 105"a-25'i at Georgetown. trip to Knoxville. He has participagainst colored athletes beThree new school marks have ated and
if he doesn't want to
been established by this year's fore
against our entire team,
squad, two in the last win over compete
Georgetown. John Thomas, Gen- the only thing to do is to come
eva, Indiana, sophomore, bettered home."
Last year the University of Tenthe old mark by 10 seconds in nessee
participated «t RTPS in »
running a 10:18-2 two-mile. The triangular
meet with Berea and
Maroons' 440 relay team, composed Eastern. Colored boys pa-ticinsted.
of Roger Kincer. freshman from
at the University of TenMayking, Bob Scott, freshman from Officials
nessee savl that it
was th»''
Dayton, Ohio, Richie Emmons. school
policv to compete on the
sophomore from Ft. Thomas, and road po'Tins*
NAOTOP*- h**f ,-wt l«
Dennis Sprous, sophomore from Ft.
Thomas, set a new record with a Knoxville Eastern Kentucky officials were not consulted before
43.6 time.
L the team made the tr*p.r
Earlier, against Union at BarUpon learning of 'he' division
bourville. Ernest Dalton broad this morn in ir. Coach OoSsett conjumped 28'6" for a new Eastern tacted neighboring Marwille Colrecord.
lege. 17 miles away, and attemptAfter Saturday's clash, only five ed to schedule a meet with ther«
contests remain, two of which are The track coach, however, could
carded for next week, both at
Haneer Stadium. Tuesday finds
the Tennessee Tech Golden Eagles with Berea. Monday, Mav 8. here:
here for a test of OVC power, and Western, Thursday, May 11. at
on Friday, the University of Cin- Bowling Green, and Saturday, Mav
nati brings a potent crew to the 13. with Centre at Danville. The
Eastern campus for a major test. OVC meet is slated for May 19
Other regular season meets are and 20 at Cookevllle, Tennessee.

not assemble his team on such , happy to meet the Eastern Ken-. ing lost to Kentucky, Alabama,
short notice but said that, if he tucky team.
and Vanderbllt. Eastern Kentucky,
had been able to get his athletes
The University of Tennessee I with one of their strongest teams
together, he would have been very I track record is 0-3. the Vols hav- Its history, is 6-0.

U. Of South To
Be Tough Match
For Thine lads

This week the Board named the baseball field in honor of Eastern Athletic Director, Charles "Turkey" Hughes. Hughes was an outstanding four-letter man at the University of Kentucky before
. coming to Eastern in 1929. During his career here, he has coached most sports and has rocketed our
• baseball team in to several conference championships.

Eastern Golfers Beaten
By University Louisville

Eastern At U. Of L Friday

Eastern Kentucky's baseballers, Curpy, also an all-OVC player a
• The University of Louisville
vear a
S°. >s hitting at just a .250
scored a 10-8 victory over the plagued by bad weather most of
C
Bastern State College golf team the spring, visit the University I "P
of Louisville Friday afternoon, hop-1 Coach "Turkey" Hughes was unat Frankfort Saturday.
The winners were led by Jim I m6 t0 atone for a 16-3 drubbing I certain as to his probable hurler
Ferrell, Jr.. who won the Qover- I handed them by the University of »against the Cardinals. "It might
be any of our seven-man staff" he
nor's Invitational at Frankfort | Kentucky Tuesday to Richmond,
last fall. He Shot a 70.
j
Neither of the Maroon's four said, after reviewing the performof the four hurlers used
Low scorers for the Maroons' hurlers were too effective against„ aances
ainst
Kentucky. Most probable
were Paul Motley and Carl Ket-j Kentucky's explosive bats. Kenl 8"
more
right-!
choice,
however, is Pigg, or Bob
tenacker, each with 73.
PIsT. all-OVC sopho
Heady, although Hughes did indiCarl Kettenacker (E-73) def. ****!
of "»•
the ^*?^*\£''""*
season and only his cate that he mav use relief DitchBill Hardy (L—76) 2V4-H; Butch loss
second
of
his college career as the *r Earl Campbell more. CampFariee (L—74) def. Paul Van M_>_ ____.«_.»
.
•_,«_
M* L _
kali
nnnnnHi
Mnr*..ln. »KI-1
bell Iis *k«
the ir
Maroons'
regular third
Hoose (E—75) 2-1; Eastern won Cats pounded out 17 bits. The baseman.
Maroons,
on
the
other
hand,
were
best ball 2^4-Vi.
getting just 7 safeties, most of
Pigg leads in earned run averJim Ferrell, Jr. (L—70) def. which were with the bases empty. ages, with 2.97 per game in 24
Roland Wierwille (E—75) 2V4-V4;
innings
pitched. He has struck
The Maroons' poor performance
Dave Dillon (L—72) def. Paul Mot22 while walking 12 in comley (JS—73) 21 Louisville won j dropped their team batting mark out
to a meager .233. Of the regu- piling a 1-1 record]. Freshman
best ball 2';,-',.
I lars, only centerfielder Bill Goed- Heady is 1-0 for the season and
: de is hitting above the .800 mark. has compiled a 5.67 ERA, while
! The fleet-footed sophomore, last David Quick, another yearling, is
A National League night game year a first team all-conference 0-2 and has a 7.83 earned run
crowd was set at Los Angeles performer, .has collected 10 hits in average.
when 47,550
paid to
see the 26 times at bat for a .385 average.
The Maroons' pitching staff has
Dodgers best the Cubs 3-2 in the I Catcher Chuck Hayslip follows with a poor 5.13 ERA average.
By BIN Cloyd
opening game of 1960.
a -288 mark, while outfielder Bill
Following Friday's meeting at
We
are
all quite familiar with
U.L., the Maroons will then host Eastern's regular
sportsCentre
Monday
afternoon
at football, basketball,varsity
and baseball—
"Turkey" Hughes Field, before but there Is one phase
of our athmeeting East Tennessee in an letic program of which
little is
OVC-counting twin-bill here on Fri- heard.
The
women
of
the
campus
day.
also participate in a successful
Last Saturday's rained-out dou- competitive program through the
bleheader with Morehead still has facilities of the Woman's Recreanot been rescheduled, due to the tion Association.
full card of both teams. However,
Women's Recreation Association
before the conference division playas its main purpose to provide
offs can be held on May 19 and has
for the recreation of all under20, the two teams must agree on graduate
women of Eastern. This
a date.
means that W.R.A. is not for PhysiIn other spring sports action this cal Education majors only, but for
weekend, the unbeaten track sauad everyone, regardless of their mahosts University of the South Sat- jor.'
urday afternoon at Haneer StaThey participate In a variety of
dium, while Glenn Presnell's golfincluding hockey, which is
ers meet the University of Cin- sports
played with Centre and the Unicinnati at the Madison Country versity
of Kentucky, volleyball, at
Club Saturday.
Centre College, and basketball
games with University of KenUK Nine Defeats ESC;
tucky. Centre, and Bereae. The
organization also participates in a
Feldhaus Leads Way
basketball clinic at Centre. Soccer
A 17-hlt, 15-3 victory was scored is played here on the campus in
by the University of Kentucky the regular intramurals. The
when they played the Eastern women play Softball but no intramurals have been organized as
Maroons here Tuesday
Allen Feldhaus led the way for yet. On rainy days during the
the Cats, getting two home runs, Softball season, the pool is open
a triple and a single in four of- for their use. Future recreational
ficial trips to the plate. He batted plans for the women include weekend camping trips.
in seven runs and scored three.
Aside from a vigorous athletic
Ken Pigg, pitching star for the program,
the association has an
Maroons, suffered his first loss of active business life. They meet
the season. He left the hill after every Monday through Thursday
giving up four runs in five in- from 4:00 to 5:00 under the leadernings.
ship of Barbara Sammons, their
After two scoreless frames, the president. Officers Include: vice
Cats went ahead 3-0 in the third president, Sharon Musen: treasurwhen Blakey Tanner walked, er, Jo Ferguson: secretary, Sue
Ruehl singled, Newsome forced Marcum; business manager, SonRuehl and Feldhaus drove a three- nle Kemper; Intramurals director.
run homer over the center-field Sheila Gilreath; sponsor. Patty
fence.
Eastern's three runs came in Boyd.
The banquet, which has been tenthe seventh inning. They were tatively
set for May 20, will be
made by Goedde, Curry and Bell.
the scene for the presentation of
membership cards, W.R.A. pins,
Robert Worrell Signs
letters, and trophies.
The men's organization which
With Eastern F. B. Team
closely paralles the W.R.A. is
Robert Worrell, fleet-footed high- ■eastern's P.E. Club. Kenny Tipscoring halfback from last fall's pett heads this club as its presiundefeated and untried Franklin, dent with the help of vice president
Ohio, High School football team, Barb Sammons.
John Brown Is treasurer and
this week inked a football grantMargie Hill serves as secretary,
ln-aid at Eastern.
and
Dr. Synovitz is the club sponWorrell, 6-1, 183 pound all-conference and all-state gridder, was sor.
The P.E. Club is In charge of
also named on the Wigwam AllAmerican n'8h school grid team. the concession stands at all footHe led his undefeated schoolboy ball and basketball games. They
team last fall by scoring 220 points. sponsor a Track and Field Day
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. for the 5th and 6th grade students
of Madison County to comply with
Robert Worrell, of Franklin.

Top photo shows Bobby Newsome, Kentucky's starting pitcher, attempting to advance to third-base
on a single. Eastern's third sacker, Earl Campbell, put the tag on him a split second later. Kentucky
went on to notch a 15-3 win over the Maroons at Turkey Hughes Field. Bottom picture shows a solemn Eastern bench in late inning. Bill Curry, cleans mud fiom his spikes, while Coach Hughes studies
an apparent hopeless situation.

Sports Are Favorite With
The Girls At Eastern

THE COLONEL DRIVE IN
INC.
TUESDAY SPECIAL!
Featuring

COL SANDERS RECIPE

1VA4

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
French Fries or Mashed Potatoes,
Cole Slaw, Biscuits and Gravy

the National Physical Fitness Program.
The last two years, the P.E.
Club has won the Homecoming
Trophy for building decorations.
Each year deserving members,
who want to attend, are sent to
the
American
Association
of
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Conventions.
Annually the Kappa Kappa Sigma sponsors the Swim Show, making their own costumes, set designs and choreography.

ESC Thinlies
Notch 7th Win;
Eastern's undefeated track squad
notched its seventh victory Monday when it won 104 V4-26^6 over
invading Georgetown.
The Maroons established two
school records and a pair of
Hanger Stadium marks. Records
were set In the two-mile run (both
stadium and school) by John
Thomas with a time of 10:18.2
and tjie 440-yard relay (both
stadium and school) with a time
of :43.6. The 440-yard relay team
consisted of Roger Kincer, Bob
Scott, Richie Emmons and Dennes
Sprous.
Summary:
100-yard: Sprous (E), Emmons
(El. Chittum (E); :10.1.
220-yard: Sprous (E), Chittum
(E). McGuIre (G); :23.4.
440-yard: Price (E), Scott (E),
Spenlk (E); :51.6.
880-yard: Scarton (E), Fuller
(O), Giancola (Et; 2:05.3.
Mile run: White (E). Brown
(E). Giancola (E); 4:40.9.
Two-mile: Thomas (E), Brown
(E), Van Hoose (El; 10:18.2.
120-yard high hurdles: Hogg
(G), Smith (B), Dalton (E); :16.1.
220-yard low hurdles: Hogg
(G), Emmons (Ei, Smith (E);
:25.9.
440-yard relay: Eastern; :43.6.
Mile relay: Eastern (Spenlk,
Scott, Scarton, Price); 3:30.4.
Broad jump: Dalton (E), Emmons (E), Allen (G); 21 ft. 4'L- in.
High jump: Hogg (G), Knos
(G), Knox (G), Dalton (E), Acton
(E); ((all tied) 5 ft. 8 to.
Shot put: Maddox (E), David
IEi (tied), Towne (G); 42 ft
10 to.
Discus: Davis (E), Sampson
(E), Conley (B); 129 ft. 3 to.
Pole vault: Rippy (E), Wetenkamp (E), Simpson (E); 12 ft.
Javelin: Spenik (B), Wetenkamp (B), raigg (G); 146 ft. 10 to.

V

Larry Parks is featured wearing a dinner jacket and tux trousers, styled by Palm
Beach. This out is available at BOB'S MEN'S SHOP. BOB'S also has a complete
selection of white sport coats, cumberbunds, cuff links and stud sets, and formal
dress shirts, by Arrow. See BOB'S for complete outfitting in formal wear.

—Photo by Jimmy Taylor

■
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ARMY DAY
PLANNED
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A WORD OF APPRECIATION

Colonel C. A. Cozart, Commanding Officer, Blue Grass Ordance
Depot, has announced that a gala
BTMSW tftt as he read. "According to the anc.ent Sanskrit
Armed Forces Day "Open House"
legend, woman is compounded of among other things:
will be held again this year at the
The rotundity of the moon,
Depot. It is scheduled for Friday,
The curves of the creepers,
The clinging
of tendrils.
19 May, from
10:00 a.m. until
The trembling of the grass.
6:30 p.m. A special committee
The slenderness of the reed,
headed by Mr. Virgil Pearson of
The bloom of the flowers,
the Transportation Office has been
The lightness of leaves,
appointed. Committee members inThe glances of deer,
The joyous gaiety of sunbeams,
clude Mr. F. S. Lebkueeher, ManThe weeping of clouds,
agement Office; Mr. D. F. PaulThe fickleness of the winds.
ovich, Surveillance 1 Office; Mr.
The timidity of the hare.
Marvin Farmer and Harold RichThe vanity of the peacock.
ardson of the Depot Operations
The softness of the tiger.
Office; Mr. Henry Amster of the
The warm glow of fire,
Facilities office; Mr. L. J. Weber,
The coolness of snow.
Commercial Traffic Office; and
The chattering of jays.
Captain D. H. Smith, Director for
And the cooing of the doves.'
Administration who headed last
'The legend wisely concludes that man -cannot cither live with year's
successful Open House,
or without her-."
which entertained about 3,000 persons.
The Committee has made plans
to accomodate up to 10,000 citizens
throughout the day to view the
work of the depot, its facilities
and the military '.services as a
whole.
Many new exhibits and speci.il
equipment displays are
planned
OFFICE —127 W. IRVINE STREET
this year and special fireworks
displays will be held during the
day. Everyone is invited and ento come and see the deLET US TAKE CARE OF YOUR BANKING NEEDS! couraged
pot on Armed Forces Day.
Mr. Virgil L. Pearson of the
Transportation Office, Blue Grass
Ordnance Depot, has been appointed by Colonel C. A. Cozart,
Commanding Officer, to be in
charge of the Armed Forces Day
"Open House" Celebration, which
Of RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

EVANS C. SPURLIN
REAL ESTATE BROKER

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.

fTlERLE nORfTlflfl

^
I'

'MASCARA

You will ntver know how long your
the wonder wand lashes really are till you have used
lor lovely lashes
the new Flo-Matic Mascara . . .
Lashes are covered lo their very tips
and this quality Mascara leaves a
soft, silken lustre. No water needed.
Smcarproof and water resistant in
Black and Irown
2.00'
prtcn pt»l ta«
ScIWi
1"'

Get That Car Radio
In Shape Today!
Drive In K<-pair Facilities

Kirk's TV & Radio

AVAILABLE ©MLT AT YOUW

niEULE roniRn cosmic STUDIO

MOVED TO
NO. 2ND AND BROADWAY
1 Block Past Richmond Armory

STUDIO ADDRESS

Richmond, Ky.

450 Oak Street
PHONE

367

Choose just
the Jet-smooth
Chevy you
want in
one stop
at your
Chevrolet
dealer's
Here's the choice that makes choosing
the new car that's right for you easier
than ever. Thirty-one models in all—
designed to suit almost any taste, priced
to suit almost any budget. There's a
whole crew of Chevy Corvairs, including
thrifty sedans and coupes and four
wonderful new wagons. Budgetwise Biscaynes—lowest priced full-sized
Chevrolets. Beautiful Bel Airs, sumptuous Impalas and America's only true
sports car—the Corvette.
Drop by your Chevrolet
dealer's and do your new
car shopping the easy way t!i /^B''/
—in one convenient stop.

New Chevrolet IMPALA SPORT COUPE
All five Impala models combine Body
by Fisher beauty with a new measure of
practicality. Door openings of this Sport
Coupe, for instance, are over a halffoot wider this year.

New Chevrolet IMPALA CONVERTIBLE

Here's one wide open for fun and a
lot of the fun is in Chevy's Jet-smooth
ride. Add Turboglidc transmission
(extra-cost option) to this or any Chevy
V8 (or tops in easy going.

V

r

j&±Ji-

New Chevy Corvair 500
LAKEW00D STATION WAGON

I.nails of space inside—and still more
in the trunk up front. And with all
their wagon-size versatility, these rearengine Lakewoods handle like a charm.

WI0E CHOICE OF
OK USED CARS. TOO!

More people arc buying new
Chevrolets than any other //j^O
make. So your dealer's got a W*rJ
wide choice of OK Used Cars.

FRONTIERS OF ART ARE
BASIS FOR
By

FRED

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
Priced just abo.vc the thriftiest full-sized
Chevrolets, all four Bel Air models bring
you beauty that likes to make itself useful.

"FLAT - TOPS
Slimmer and trimmer on the outside: yet
inside there's a full measure of Chevrolet's
roomy comfort.

Set tht neic Chetroltl eon, Cheny Cortairi and Iht tier Corccllc at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's/

By John Arterberry

GILES

In observance of the CBvil War
All objects worthy the name of individuality of her own self, and Centennialthe Eastern Library has
art possess a degree of art quali- sceks its expression. Walt Whit on display several outstanding
ty, no matter out of what material man recognized the same force books related to this turbulent pethe expresesion found its image. and created forms to express his riod of American histary. These
It is the search for a criteria of individuality.
works cover every phase and viewjudgment as to what is art quality
We need to examine very carethat students come into any class. fully our methods of teaching for point of the war and promise interested readers much pleasure
When they are told to open their
eyes the better to see, and attune the development of individuality in and valuable information.. To aid
their ears the better to hear, stu- the students. We face the fact you, the reader, hi deciding upon,
dents seem intrigued with the sim- that there is a tremendous impact your choice, I will offer a brief acplicity of the action. But appre- of romantic nonsense spoken con- count of four of the books.
ciation cannot be built in any other cerning the creative arts and what
The War for the Union, written
way than by seeing and hearing, they do for humanity and the coun- by twice Pulitzer Prize winner Altry
in
general.
The
very
cause
of
and where possible, by manipulen Nevlne—this book offers an
lating art materials themselves. art behooves us to clear the way account of the first years of the
Art education is a varied, complex, for the discipline of the visual arts Civil War. This volume is a study
and dynamiearea of learning-, and so that they become a means of of the transformation of a nation
therefore embodies many frontiers. learning how to think, how to see and is much more than a military
In recent years, statistics show and how to understand, at a high- chronicle. Dr. Nevins is w MI
tljstf a tremendously increased in- er level of understanding, more aware of the chaos that faced
terest in art courses all over the than just .art. We need to remem- Lincoln as he entered the presicountry has filled lo over-flowing ber that when the student has be- dency, and his emergence as the
many of the classes in art. "Fron- come interested in the practice of master of his cabinet is given its
tier,'" a much used word these J «£• <herf aw mwy opportunities due importance. McClellan lialadays, fits my purpose well here lor him to understand the cultui" tory tactics are exposed as the
The Civil War was not an easy war for the men in it. The library
because there are two relations in which the arts exist. He will struggle for power in Missouri.
has a collection of letters from a soldier that give a good picture
concerning art and education that profit by knowing some of the de- But always present is the theme
of what it was really like. The museum has just finished a collecI wish to speak about, hence the tails of history, politics, economics of the transformation of the nation of weapons used in the war that correlates nicely with the
and
philosophy
of
the
civilization
tion
under
the
stress
of
conflict.
frontier of art as a means of unlibrary's exhibit.
derstanding human values, and as which supports a concern for all This book is one well worthy of
a means of securing individual ex- the arts. Sometimes it appears that attntion.
Ihe people who know most about
Kenneth P. Williams, a noted
pression.
these things, are handicapped by
Until an individual becomes lack of space and materials, as historian who lived during the time
sensitive lo ideas, until ideas mean well as by the fact that "let some of the Civil War, relates in LinFinds a General the stress
something real to him personally one else do it" attitude. We are coln
the war including the defense
by making him conscious of the all responsible for both, our stii- of
of Helena by Prentiss, Sherman's
world around him and creating in denls ^ our country.'! do not capture- of Little Rock> and Schohim a wish to understand it, he pl.opose that the arts, even in their field's ordeal in the troubled decannot think creatively. Human superior aesthetic forms will de- partment of Missouri. The reader
values increase with sensibility ; feat the Russians, but I do propose is also shown the skillful maneuvalues and attitudes arc keys to that we try to persuade our stu- vers by which, in June, Rosecraus
his intellect. It is for this fact dents to engage themselves in the advanced through the mountain
that arts arc an essential phase of processes of learning, through the gaps in pursuit of his adversary.'
all learning, including scientific arts, to develop an individual A pursuit which ended in disaster
learning.
sensibility and a better means of for him at the Battle of ChickaThen education itself is an art, judging good from bad, true from mauga on September 20, 1863.
when we say it teaches altitudes false, and if possible beautiful The volume "ends with Grant in
and values. When a student's life from ugly.
October. 1863, ready to restore
includes intellectual and artistic inArt as a means of understanding the situation on the Cumberland.
terests of his. own choosing, his inThe book, Europe Looks at the
and as a means of
tellectual and artistic life begins. human values,
individual
expression Civil War, edited by Belle SideCould students have more freedom securing
man
Lillian Friedman, premake up a study of an area of sents and
to choose their intellectual and ar- learning
an interesting and different
than
which
no
more
imtistic pursuits- -under careful guidof the War. As the war was
area exists. Experience, view
ance of course? I would like to portant
being fought. Europe watched the
say here that the truest aim of ail finally is the greatest teacher. nation with interest. This antholeducation in seeking human values Know are not as fact or informa- ogy is a reflection of human rebut as experience and appre- actions of poets, kings, writers,
is not to adjust the sudent o he tion
immediate pressures of certain ciation. Txperience is personal and revolutionaries and aristovrats to
You cannot borrow it, the greatest war of the century.
feishes in our expression, but to individual.
give him strength, knowledge and nor lend it; cannot buy or sell it;
The American Scar, written by
some technique to act and think you just have to have it as your Hodding Carter, preesnts the story
own..
Nobody
can
get
it
for
you
in terms of a wider society made or any one else. Teachers may of reconstruction. This book
so by more durable values. It is
stresses the social, economic, and
students what experiences are !>olitical aspects of the years of
difficult for a student of the arts tell
worthwhile,
but
students
have
to
the healing period.. Written in
to stay away from the popular
their own experiences. Others terms of the Northerner and the
manner, - contemporariness, the have
can
play
music
for
you.
but
nobody
southerner, the White and the Nemodernity of the new, for fear he
listen to it for you, others can gro, The AngTy Scar describes the
will be called traditional, and old- can
paint
pictures,
carve
statutes,
mold
sinister or misguided efforts of the
fogey. But it is our duty to try to
or weave fabrics, create Carpetbaggers. Scalawags, and
foster a certain degree of'detach- pottery,
in wood, plastic or metal, but no Freedman's Bureaus toward the
ment and self-reliance, and help one
look at these products for South's beaten and humiliated peohim to build up an inner core that you. can
Students ask after a course ple—and the retaliation with the
is not so easily diverted by pas- is finished:
What is all this to Black Codes and the Klu Klux
sing fashions, nor corrupted by the me? What am
do now? How Klan. There are chapters on edupraise of his adoring, and perhaps am I to go on? I Itto art
to be shut cation, on the tragic compromise
no so artistic fellow students, or withi nthe narrow margins
of a that resulted dn the sharecropping
even doting, hopeful parents when book, or of a course or courses,
and on the reasons bethey view his art products, in what- .limited to the classroom, or Is it to system,
hind the youth's decisions to make
ever media the art may be.
be
as
Tennyson
says:
".
.
.
Yet
cotton
its
basic money crop. This
Many books have been written on the Civil War and more are beBut there is more to art than
experience is an arch where- compassionate and human acing published every day. Any reader is sure to find the ideal book
mere display of art objects. Emer- all
count
of
America's
darkest
mothro
.
.
■
Gleame
that
untravelled
for his tastes in the large collection of Civil War books in the,
son said more than a century ago world whose margin fades . . . ment offers the reader houre of
that "The arts languish now be- Forever and forever when I move." valuable reading.
library.
cause when they originated it was
to serve the gods I" the truth of
that statement seems even more
outstanding today than history reveals it to have been when it came
first fiom the pen of Emerson.
Put "flourish" in place of languish
and we bring the truth of the
statement up to date. The arts
flourish because all their scope
Is exhibition! The deep human
values are not always found in
exhibitions. We need to supply the
student with historic insight and
moral discipline that will enable
him to serve the cause of art as a
public duty. We must help the
student to build the kind of courage
like that of the great contemporary architect Mies van der Rohc
when he was asked about how he
arrived at originality: "I do not
seek to be original but to be good."
This kind of quiet, self-direction
and sincere puposefulness is the
kind of human values wd hope for
our students in the arts.
A second frontier for art: a
means of securing individuality.
As I have said before, students
are individual values, and valuers,
but they must also have a creaUve
individuality in art, and not be allowed to start majoring in the arts
merely because of individuation, or
that courses in art if passed with
a certain grade average, will be
all that is required.
Any education, and especially
that concerning the arts is a HUMUS
by which a student may find his
self-hood, the objectives he believes In, the standards by which
he will live and work, the very
image of himself and his duties.
Martha Graham has so wisely
said: "There is a vitality, a lifeforce, an energy, a quickening
which is transplanted through you
into action, and because there is
only one of you In all time, this
expression is unique. And if you
block it, it will never exist through
any other medium and be lost. The
world will not have it." She was
of course talking about dancing,
but there is in this statement a
definition of an idea which should
infuse any philosophy of education
designed to release talents of individuals In any field of endeavor.
Miss Graham does not reject the
past nor does she refuse to accept
the best of the contemporary. It
is just that she feels the rugged
Purdue's Terry Disclnnger.leadIng Big Ten socorer last season
with 405 points (60 more than
Jerry Lucas of Ohio State), tallied a record 52 points against
Michigan State.
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Eastern Library
Features Civil War

Our SPECIALTY"
Underneorh
GLYNDON HOTEL

One of the best investments you'll ever make...
But just see how handsomely your investment pays off.

... a subsistence allowance of $535 for the
two-year advanced ROTC course. Uniforms
and military textbooks paid for. $117 for
your six-week summer camp training, plus
travel allowance. And when you're commissioned, a $300 uniform eliowance.

First and foremost, there's the proud moment in Graduation Week when the gold bars
of a Second tieutenant are pinned on your
Army uniform ... and deep inside th« warm
sense of accomplishment at having made it.

You discharge your military obligation with
the traditional rank, pay, privileges and responsibilities of en officer in the United
States Army.

There's immediate help injneeting expenses

And later, when you're starting your climb

You know what you invest in advanced R0TC
. . . two years of classroom time and outside
study.

up the civilian ladder, advanced ROTC will
still be paying off. Success in the executive
areas of business and industry comes earlier
and more substantially to the man who can
lead. Few are born leaders; but leadership
can be learned. And advanced ROTC is a
great place to learn it.
Talk with the Professor of Military Science at
your school. Learn more about advanced
ROTC. Ask particularly about the ROTC
course in Leadership, with its practical experience in command responsibilities.

in a fine tenor. The Yanks held
their fire and cried for more. The
concert over, firing was resumed.
The South was know as "DixieMore Americans died miring one Civil War than in any other land," and its stirring anthem was
called
"Dixie," as the result of a
war—and that includes the Revolutionary War, World War n, and the
ten dollar bill. In thriving New
Korean Conflict. 8ome 700,000 met their death.
Yet this Battle between Brothers accomplished many necessary Orleans with its French heritage,
business was conducted with "ten
and worthwhile things. It preserved the Union, and led to a stronger spots"
marked in each corner
central government. It fostered the Industrialization of the South.
It produced a folklore, humor, and oddities that still entertain us. It with "Dix." the French word for
"ten." To unlettered tradesmen,
even spread the fame of bourbon!
and
boatmen, these
A legend growing out of the stevedores,
There were some thirty names
bills were simply "Dixies." and as
for the Civil War, including "Mr. war is that when Lincoln was told their soundness became known in
.%
Lincoln's War," 'The War to Sup- that General Grant had a strong the great river basin, the lower
press Yankee Arrogance," and taste for Bourbon, the President South
became "Dixieland."
asked: "What brand of Bourbon?
"The Lost Cause."
Ten Question Quiz
The Union Army had one com- I'd like to send some to my other
Here's a ten-question quiz to
pany of soldiers made up entirely gtenerals."
Lincoln had apparently never test your knowledge of Civil War
of prize fighters, another of butchthought of growing wiskers until history- Get a perfect score and
ers.
Two of the waT'a fiercest battles an llyear-old girl. Grace Bedell of you go to the head of the regimay be said to have been caused Westfield, N. Y„ wrote him"that ment!
1. The Civil War began with
she and her four brothers would
by trifles.
1. The Battle of Gettysburg vote for him in the 1860 election the firing on Fort Sumter in
~M*
began when a few soldiers needed if he gave up shaving. "You would Charleston (S. C.i harbor. When
I Confederates under Stonewall Jackson entering Frederick, Maryland. Note Barbara Frttchle waving
shoes, and their column was sent look a great deal better for your did this event occur?. . .(Oct. 6.
to that Pennsylvania village for face is so thin." she wrote. "All 1861) (Jan. 10, 1861) (Mav 5.J
'Union Flag.
them.
the ladies like whiskers and they 1861).
He attempted to re-form his
2. A mislaid Army order, which vote for you and then would '>e
2. The Battle of Bull Run was
troops on a road a mile to the a Confederate officer had used to President." L i"n c o 1 n took her the war's first major engagement.
rear, but the terrain was difficult wrap three cigars in, was found advice and during a campaign The battle was
for the purpose and altlmately by a Federal officer. The Infor- Stop at Westfield, summoned the (crushing defeat for(a thestandoff)
South)
the Union defense was laid out mation enabled the usually cauti- little girl out of the crowd an,i (a near-riot for the North) (an
By Dwiqht Short
Two weeks ago on April 20, montrhs of planning, scheduling, and along the previous line of several ous General McClellan to attack kissed her while people applauded. indecisive skirmish).
anticipation reached their culmination with the beginning of the days earlier at the highest mark Lee's divided Army at Antietem,
Civil War Firsts
3. Barbara Frietchie's defiance
latlon's centennial celebration of the American Civil War. Probably of Smith's first advance against Md.
The Civil War Is credited with was hurled upon the figure of
the
city.
It
was
during
this
phase
he greatest single historical event, or series of events, in our country's
The two foremost best-selling a host of "firsts" in American his- Stonewall Jackson during his enitory, this conflict between the Northern and Southern states has of the battle that Mt. Zion church novels In American history have tory.
trance into Frederick. Maryland.
ipired more Interest among Americans and foreigners than any was a Federal military hospital, been related tothe Civil War—and
The world's first successful sub- An angry trooper raised his rifle
and that the cannon holes to be with conflicting viewpoints. One marine attack was launched by but was stopped by Jackson, who
ther accurrence in our history.
Often it seems that events of a century ago have no connection seen there were shot through.
was Harriet
Beecher
Stowe's the Confederate II. L. I<:.nley, a admired the
woman's courage.
_th the present, but Richmond played a large part In the Civil War
Against the last Union line "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and the oth- converted boiler tank bearing a This legend inspired the famous
n Kentucky and there Is much evidence in the surrounding area to Smith concentrated the full weight er Margaret Mitchell's "Gone with torpedo at her bow and a crew of poem by (William Cullen Bryant I
of his army, 16,000 Confederates the Wind."
ink us to the great wars.
eight volunteers inside. Six of (Walt Whitman) (John Greenleaf
While General Robert B. Lee, in nessee after the latter had fought against 7,000 Union men, many of
General Stonewall Jackson re- these men cranked her propeller Whittier) (Julia Ward Howe).
luguet, 1882, was pushing the a rear guard artion through Free- them new recruits. On the roiling lieved his chronic indigestion with until a speed of four miles in
4. The revolutionary ironclad
federals aside and making a way man's Hollow, broke again when grounds which are now Richmond a glass of bourbon, while Yankees hour was reached, while she mi "Monitor" vessel, which the ConYtr his first Invasion of the North, th-? Confederates moved against Cemetery and the land closely ad- were first introduced to that ele- steered by a compass and crude federates dubbed the "Yankee
Confederates were also plann- theii new positions, .md foil hack joining It the two armies met in a gant whiskey by Confederates in- depth gauge. When the Federal cheese-box on a rafJ," met the
ing to occupy Kentucky and carry to Richmond, leaving the Ten- fierce struggle that came close to vading Pennsylvania,
fleet in Charleston Harbor first Southern ironclad "Virginia" (or
equalling the worst of Gettysburg
the war north • of the Ohio. A nessee to hold the !■>,■<!
For famished Confederate soldi- spotted her. they took her for a "Merrimac") off (Norfolk, Va.)
and
Chickamauga.
.
porpoise.
She sank the sloop (Baltimore, Md.) (Charleston, S.
sonth earlier Gen.
John Hunt
ers, one of the most glorious vicThere was- bitter skirmishing all
*>rgan had made his first raid through the area and unmarked
Richmond was in chaos. It was tories of the War came when they HoiiNutflnlr In 1864. but failed to C.) (Hampton Roads, Va.).
through Kentucky, returning graves and nut/ weapons c*,\ .-t>;i dry and hot, and the units of raided a Federal Depot at Manas- return to port. .After the war she
5. The Southern army which inthrough Richmond to Tennessee. b2 found thert.
cavalry, munitions wagons and sas Junction, and gorged them- was found by Federal divers but flicted heavy defeats on the North
his made it clear that Kentucky
thundering hooves selves on pickled lobster and can- they could not move her. To this In the Shenandoah Valley. Va.,
The next morning the rldfte had ambulances,
pfeuU be invaded. E. Kirby Smith
and flying harness threw up chok- ned oysters.
day she still rests on the bottom and posed a threat to Washington,
command of about 12,000 Con- changed hands *ind Confederates ing clouds of dust. The air was
At a siege of Fort Hudson, of Charleston Harbor, evading D.C.. was led on the battlefield by
derates plus 4.000 cavalry, most- were swarming ail around it. On heavy with the sound of gunfire fliss.. Southern quartermasters modern divers although her loca- (Stonewall Jackson I (Robert E.
veteran East Tennessee and the 27th or a .lav or two earlier, to the south of the town.
ad to slaughter mules to keep the tion is known!
Lee) (Pierre Beauregard) (A. S.
fississlppi infantry, had been Smith had almost reached RichThe Civil War also marked the Johnston).
General Nelson arrived and per- troops alive. Word of this leaked
mond,
and
demar.ilod
the
'•Itj's
" iltlng at Cumberland Gap.
to
the
Yankees,
who
appeared
on
first
railroad
artillery,
"snorkel"
6. The American general who
surrender, but Nelson hnd sent sonally assumed command of the
JGen. William Nelson was gath- reinforcements of about 7,000 Union Army. He rode into the the river bank next morning bray- breathing device, land-mine fields, stopped Lee at Gettysburg was
ng a smaller Union army of men under Gen. M D. Manson iind thick of the battle where he was ing loudly In imitation of mules. aerial reconnaissance (with gas- "Fighting Joe" Hooker) (AmThe Human Side
filled balloons), flame throwers, brose Burnslde) (Irvin McDowell)
stlly organized Kentucky and Charles Cruft, Mason being in twice wounded, but was unable to
A lanky man wearing a tall working machine gun, and revolv- (George Meade).
lio troops, largely new reiruita, Co'.imand. They arrived the same turn his retreating army. The rout
stovepipe
hat
and
dusty
suit
was
ing gun turrets.
7. A famous orator made a two
Lexington. Nelson belioved that di'y an the demand for surrender. that followed
may have been
It saw the introduction of our hour speech at Gettysburg battlejnith would thrust toward Lex- so Smith retired to Kingston and paralleled in history, but never ex- halted outside General Grant's
tent
at
the
battle
of
Vlcksburg,
Income
tax,
withholding
tax,
legal
field
cemetery that is all but for»n/and Cincinnati, from where be?an digging the trenchworks ceeded. Prof. N. S. Shaler, in his
Confederates hoped to rangi^ wi'<ch can 3ti-.l be sce:i in the history of Kentucky, says that in Miss., and was told that "The voting for service men, photo- gotten, while Lincoln's 267-word
Ito the Tlch plains of Ohio and creek there.
no battle in the Civil War was an General has no time for sanitation graphy of battle, The Medal of Address at the same event is an
officers." The "sanitation officer" Honor,
American
bread lines, imperishable part of our heritage.
diana, carrying the way into
army so completely destroyed.
On
August
29th
Smith
made
In the Battle of Richmond the was President Abraham Lincoln. army ambulance corps, press cor- Who was this orator? (Edward
it very, heai-t of the Union.
another
advance
on
Richmond
Once
General
McClellan,
who
respondents,
and
wide-scale
use of Everett) (Daniel Webster) WilOn August 23. Nelson ordered
Unfon losses were 206 officers and
place! Cruft in charge of men killed, 844 wounded, 4,303 was always asking Lincoln for anesthetics for the wounded.
liam H. Seward)
(Salmon P.
7th Kentucky and Ch'.M's bat- Manson
olty, and moved his own conMany inventors offered the war- Chase).
besides the capture of more troops and supplies but
|Hon Tennessee Cavalry to Big the
tingent south and threw out pick- Srisoners,
8. Many youths of 17-or-under
artillery pieces, 10,000 small seldom gave battle, demanded more ring sides ideas bordering on the
to restst Smith should he ets. When Smith moved forward,
ne through the passes of the Mason left Cruft to hold the rear arms, and a large quantity of sup- cavalry. Lincoln's patience hit the lunatic, but some of these "brain- served in Union ranks. How
[U country. Smith, by then, had and advanced on Kingston, tur- plies. The Confederate's losses boiling point and he exploded: storm" forecast the future. One many? (200,0001 (one million)
ablished headquarters at ning back the southerers and were 75 killed and 200 wounded, "Would you mind telling me what inventor, for example, tied in vain (450.000) (800,000). .
9. The phrase "Damn the torarbourville, and a branch of his throwing out a battle line to either a small number to lose consider- you have done since Antietam that to Interest the United States in a
rocket-diven torpedo which be- pedoes! Full speed ahead!" was
ny having doubled back under side of the old Richmond pike ing that they had driven the Fed- would fatigue your horses?"
When
General
Robert
E.
Lee's
haved
like
a
guided
missle
in
its
used
In the battle of Mobile by
McCown and having cut of: about two miles south of town. eral Flag from central Kentucky
(Gen. Granger) (Admiral Farorge Morgan's Union Army at Smith made a small attack that and for the time being had done children were young, he liked to tests.
And the Band Played On
ragut) (Admiral Buchanan) (Rear
he Gap, so that jjie latter was afternoon and was driven back well toward making good their bid tumble them into bed with him
and read stories aloud. They had,
Music was a great morale-boost- Admiral Dahlgren).
pmpelled to retire to the Ohio with a few losses.
to control the state.
10. General Robert E. Lee was
The Madison Female Institute however, to take turns tickling er for both sides. In the early days
[iver through east Kentucky, was
Manson established Union head in Richmond was converted into a the soles of his feet, which he en- of the war. Federal armies had one of America's greatest gento move on Lexington.
quarters
at
Ro,?eii«
M'e,
whTe
tne
joyed.
When
the
little
ones
tired.
half
their
regiments
equipped
with
erals.
After the war he became
hospital for the wounded, and the
army nwvitd out of
ire^To^Bif-Hin. During old railroad dsprt atinda near the-j dead were buried in the Richmond or became tost in the tales. Lee- bands, and musicians drew higher president of. I Washington College)
he afternoon of the 24th or 2Sth present Ordinance Depot, and that cemetery, from wich they were would pause and say: "No tickl- pay than privates. Union bands, (Urriversity of Virginia) (Virginia
some with as many as 22 pieces, Pdlvtechnic Institute) (Roanoke
Federal Cavalry, under a Col. night ordered Croft to move for- later removed to the national ing, no story."
In the heavy firing of the open- drowned out the smaller Confed- College).
detcalfe, had engaged tne Con- waru out of Richmond and jaln cemetery at Camp Nelson.
Answers 1. April 12, 1861. . .2.
General Smith recruited troops ing battle of The Wilderness in erate units in a "war of music" on
federates in the valley and along him at the lines.
General Nelson was still in Lex- from around the area and went to Virginia, a courier who dashed the battlefield. In fact, Southern a near riot for the North. . .3. John
he ridges running from the o'd
rayside Tavern, later the Grant ington. The next morning, August assist General Bragg, who had up to Lee with a dispatch was troops gathered eagerly to listen Greenleaf Whittier.. .4. Hampton
30, Smith threw his army in full invaded Kentucky further west, Startled to get ascolding for hav- to enemy bands during the war. Roads.. .5. Stonewall Jackson.. .6.
Use, to i'il n Knob.
The Yankees applauded a George Meade.. .7. Edward Everett
The Union forces were badly force at Manson,s left flank. Man- in setting up a Confederate state ing mistreated his horse by ridin
outnumbered. For a time the son reinforced it but at the same government at Frankfort, How- so swiftly. Lee then took a but- Georgia cornettist at the battle of i . . .8. 800,000.. .9. Admiral FarTennessee Cavalry held, but the time his right began to give way, ever, after the Battle of Perryville tered biscuit from his saddlebag Atlanta. He serenaded them ragut.. .10. Washington ' College
situeky Cavalry brok* and ran, and the Union officer was not able on October 8th the Confederates and fed the hungry animal before across the front lines and sang "I (now Washington and Lee Univturning his attention to the battle. Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Halls" ersity).
e-formed and joined the Ten- to hold off the Confederate attack. retired from the state.
^^-nm
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CIVIL WAR CENTENNIAL PRESENTS
THE BATTLE OF RICHMOND

Tareyton delivers the flavor...

Why Go to Town?

I

Erected early In the I800's, this momiment clearly displays svrdence of the fierce struggle that took place in the cemetery. A)e»
to be seen there are the graves of men from bdth sides who died in
the battle.
- . ■••_•..
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BALES
GOOD

PLACE
FOOD

E. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY

Gas Up With Us!

College Service Station
Across from Memorial Hall

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
CLEANING SERVICE-

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
1 HOUR — 1 DAY SERVICE
WHEN REQUESTED — NO
EXTRA CHARGE!
SANITONE

LICENSEE

Third and Water Streets

McCORD'S JEWELRY
WELCOMES
STUDENT ACCOUNTS!
FINEST QUALITY IN

China, Silver, Watches, Diamonds
FREE ENGRAVING
Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor elements in the smoke.

ACTIVATED
CHAACQAL

inner filter

Tareyton deliver*-and you enjoy-the best taste of the b&tt tobacco*.

DUAl FILTERTuTCytOTl

ON YOUR PURCHASES WHILE YOU WAIT

rure. white
oyier filter

COME IN... MAKE YOU SELECTION
ANY JUST SAY:

The Shirtwaist

CHARGE IT!

Easy as a breeze in marvelous blendings of Dacron polyester anti cofton that whislt into the machine,
stal fresh and crisp all summer long. Sizes 10 to 20.

C95
'Jtttm I—mUU —.' •

McCORD'S JEWELRY
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Post Graduates
(Continued from Page One)
Applicants are eligible for graduate fellowships, scholarships, and
•nsiatantshlps.
Students may begin the program
bl February, September or June.
Many Interesting careers are
open to the students who choose
•his field. The Placement facilities of the School of Journalism
are available to those who complete the course successfully. The
number of positions open exceeds
those available to fill thorn.
, Inquiries should be direct to the
Dean, School of Journalism. Syracuse University, Syracuse 10. New
York.
University of Cincinnati
> There are programs in: Accounting, Finance, Industrial Relations.
Management, and Marketing.
Teaching assistantships and fellowships are available to qualified students. These awards carry
varying stipends up to $1,500 for
the academic year plus exemption
from tuition. Recipients arc required to teach a course or assist
in a research project.
Scholarships, which carry a
waiver of tuition, are available.
Residents pay $450 for the academic year.
Non-residents pay S675 for the
academic year.
The MBA. degree requires approximately one year for students
having a bachelors degree in businiss
administration;
somewhat
longer (approximately two years I
for students with degrees other
than business administration.
Graduates of recognized colleges
and universities are eligible to apply for admission.
Information concerning housing
may be obtained fro mthe Director
of Housing. French Hall. University of Cincinnati. •

BURD'S
Drug Store
Fountain - Luncheonette
Prescriptions
FREE DELIVERY
7 A. M. to 7 P. M.
Phones 244 & 24S

DAVIS
Beauty Shop
Invites you to
Step Out in
style-

Phone 1260
101 S. First Street

Interview Notices
Thursday, May 4, 1961
A represent atlve from the
Vandalia-Butler
City
Schools,
Vandalia. Ohio, will be on campus
for the purpose of Interviewing
any candidates
interested
in
positions with this system. Their
special needs are in the fields of
elementary education, math.
English and general science in the
junior and senor high schools.
Interviews will be held in Room
202 of the Student Union Building
from 9:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. Appointments should be made prior
to this date in the Placement Office, Room 1, Administration
Building.
Monday. May 8, 1961
A representative from Fairfield
School District, Fairfield. Hamilton. Ohio, will be on campus for
the purpose of interviewing prospective candidates. Special needs
are in all fields.
Interviews will he held in Room
202 of the Student Union Building
beginning at 9:00 a.m. Appointments should be made prior to
this date.

Womens Army
To Visit Eastern
On Wednesday and
Thursday.
3-4 May. LTJG W. G. Gaudet of
the Office of Naval Officer Procurement. Louisville. Kentucky,
will be on campus to discuss career opportunities in the United
States Navy as a commissioned
officer. For those Interested in
less than a career. LTJG Gaudet
will also have full information on
obtaining a commission while
serving your military obligation.
Senior and junior women are
also invited to stop by as the
Navy also offers Officer Candidate programs for women. Juniors
who are interested may apply to
take the first part of their officer
training this summer at Newport,
Rhode Island. They are then commissioned when they graduate and
return to Newport that summer
for the remaining eight weeks of
indoctrination.
Whether your Interest be In
ships, flying, science, or engineering or any one of a number of other
fields, the Navy offers a commission in that area. Most basic fields
arc entered by way of the men's
OCS. a sixteen week program
which is also located at Newport,
Ithode Island. There is no training
period between
graduation and
OCS. Should you be selected for
this program, you would remain at
liberty until such time as the OCS
claas you select convenes.
Stop by the Recreation Room
SUB and select the NAVY program that fits your needs.
The first four classes to graduate from Eastern who call themselves, the "Pioneers" are planning a reunion on Alumni Day this
year under the leadership of Mr.
C. S. Dale '08, their chairman. Mr.
Dale requests that
all In this
group contact him, Box 93, Newport, Ky.
ss

Say it with

KELLY'S FLORIST
T. V. & RADIO REPAIR
SEE

Click's Radio & T. V. Service
PHONE 2181

GREEN'S BARBER SHOP
5 COMPETENT BARBERS
Supporting Eastern Al The Way!
South 2nd Street

ONE HOUR CLEANERS
Featuring MARTINIZING, The MOST In
Dry Cteaning!
3 and Main Street
Richmond, Ky.

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
CLEANING AND PRESSING AT ITS FINEST!
Altering
Suede Cleaning
Pants Pegging
Repairing
Waterproofing
Sizing
We have no agent working. Instead
we give all students a special discount.

Free Delivery

Phone 7

Assembly Program Features
(Continued from Pago One)
Women's Administrative Council
—Arlcne Hatton, Richmond, recogmized the following awards: Presentation of award to ideal freshman co-ed to Susan Congleton, Barbourvillc; presentation of award to
ideal sophomore co-ed to Martha
Walker, Louisville; presentation of
award to Ideal Junior co-ed to Ann
Stanley Johnson, Frankfort; presentation of award to Ideal senior
co-ed to Janet Wesley, Louisville.
Pi Tau Chi Initiates—Ann Scott
Corns, Vanceburg, Barbara Edwards, Louisville; Christa Belle
Montgomery, Louisville, | Carolyn
Oakes, Lancaster; Jeannene Spurline, Richmond; Lois Webb, Webb,
West Van Lear; Jean Ann Barton,
London; Julia Underwood, Perryville.
Owens—Presentation of freshmen and sophomore women with
scholastic standings
of 2.6 or
better. Mary La Fuze, Richmond;
Neva Montgomery. Scottsburg, Indiana;
Linda
Morris, Butler;
Diana Taylor, Richmond; Geraldine Wells, Owingsvllle; Roberta
Wilkerson, Louisville; Linda Wood,
Ashland; Marian Bazzy, Lexington: Janet Champion, Centerville;
Phyllis Balbleib, F i s h e r v ille;
Nancy Hood,
Falmouth; Sally
Johnson, Russell; Janice Keeton,
Monticello; Norma Schmidt, Fort
Mitchell; Barbara Sowders, Richmond; Arlene Calico, D a y t o n,
Ohio.
Sandra Nunnelley, Cynthiana,
was recognized for being the
freshman woman having the
highest scholastic standing, with a
point standing of 3.0. Ruth Diane
Estcp, Richmond, was recognized
lor being the sophomore woman
having the
highest scholastic
standing with a point standing of
2.98. These freshmen women were
recognized by Norma Schmidt,
South Fort Mitchell.
Collegiate Pentacle presentation
of Junior and senior .women with
a scholastic standing of 2.6 or
better — Brenda Bailey, Dcmossville: Nelle Bonny, Irvine: Joyce
Marie Hommes. Brookville, Indiana; Marian Sharpc, Somerset;
Cellla Conley, Russell; Ann Scott
Corns, Vanceburg; Ina Lou Cox,
Alexandria; Judith Bell Eversole,
Richmond; Mary Arlene Hatton,
Betty King, Paris; Marguerite
Smith, Evarts; Shirley Tompkins,
Louisville;
Judith Kindred Dclany, Grove
City, Ohio, was recognised for being the Junior woman having the
highest scholastic standing with a
point standing of 3.0. Margaret
Barozuk, Frankfort, was recognized for being the senior woman
having the highest
scholastic
standing with a point standing of
3.0 These girls
with the high
standings were
recognized By
Arlene Hatton, Richmond.
Tapped for
membership in
owens,
national honorary (or
sophomore women, were: Mary
Jane Arnold, Bloomficld; Barbara
Ann Baker, Fort Thomas; Marian
Rose Bazzy, Lexington: Patricia
Lou- Breweri Corblri; Jeanettc Sue
Campbell,
Shelbyville;
Jewell
Campbell, Oowdy; Beverly June
Carnes. Richmond; Janet Charlene Champion, Cayton, Ohio;
Jo Ellen C h 111 o n, Campbellsburg: Sharlene Conley, Russell;
Judy Charlene Driskell, Sinai;
Clorla Jeanne Elliot, Springfield;
Donna Lee Ent, Lawrenceburg,
Ind.; Karen Wesley Flynn, Irvine;
Lula Mac Fulton, Maysvllle;
Beverly Jean Gillls, Lawrenceburg;
Myra Sue Graham, Benham; Patricia Ann Griffith, Kimper; Melva
Groot, Louisville; Phyllis Ann
Halblelb, Fishervtlle; -M e 11 n d a
Thornton Sines, Somerset; Joan
Lester Holton, Somerset; Julie
Phyllis Houston, Florence; Salley
Jane Johnson, Russell; Peggy Ann
Karcm, Louisville; Mary Josephine LaFuze, Richmond; Londa
Leath Lewis, Tyner; Linda Sue
Morris, Butler; Sandra Sue Nunnelley. Cynthiana; Joan Marsh
Palmer, Cynthiana; Carolyn Sue
Puckett. Irvine; Judith Gayle
Salleee, Richmond; Beverly Kay
Skaggs, Louisville; Sharon Elysc
Vater, Alexandria; Ceraldine
Wells,
Owingsvllle;
Jane Lee
Woodall,
Somerset:
Jacqueline
Ann Zimmer, Glendale, Ohio. Mrs.
Robert R. Martin was tapped as
an honorary member.
Tapped for membership in Collegiate Pentacle, senior women's
leadership honorary, were: Margaret Barcauk, Frankfort; Mary
Elisabeth Brown, Liberty; Emily
Carol Bush,
Richmond;
Anita
Carol Caldwell. Richmond; Evelyn
Virthann Craft, Frankfort; Joyce
Curry, Richmond: Judith Ann
Dclany. Grove City, Ohio; Barbara
Edwards, Louisville: Phyllis Lee
Fisher, Winchester;
Linda L.
Gassaway, Richmond; Jane Graham, Carrollton; Joyce Ann Halsey, Richmond; Mary Alene Lipscomb, Richmond; Mary Ann
Lyons, Maysvllle; Suzanne Marcum, LaGrange; Christa Belle

Montgomery, Louisville; Marilyn
Sue Murrell, Ashland; Barbara
Barbara Parsons, Richmond; Ann
Roberts, Richmond; Nancy Rodgers, Carrollton; Levada Ann Rogers, London; Joanne VanPeursem,
Richmond.
W. F. O'DonneH Award — was
presented to Hazel Morris, Grayhalk, by Judy Kendle, president of
Young Women's Christian A s sociatlon.
Assistanaeship, s c h o 1 arships,
fellowships—The following students
were recognized for graduate assistanceships; Odetta Burke, Pikcvillc; $1,200 assistanccship, nurse's
training, Norton Infirmary, Louisville: Judy Delancy, Grove City,
Ohio, (1,500 asBlstancesMp, medical technology, Springfield City
Hospital, Springfield, Ohio. Rosa
Yates Cross, Corbin, $5,000 fellowship, Harvard University; Frances
Million, Richmond, Stsoo assistanceship, school of medical technology,
Jewish Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio;
Jeanie Pearson, Richmond, Jl.Soo
assistanccship, merical technology.
Springfield City Hospital, Springfield, Ohio; Anne Roberts, Richmond, admission to Bowman-Gray
Medical School, Wlnston-Salem,
N.C., Barbara Taylor, Monticello.
$l, 500
assistanceshlp,
medical
technology, Springfield City Hospital, Springfield, Ohio; Ruth
Diane Estop, Richmond, $2,000
Scholarship,
physical
therapy,
Richmond School of Medicine,
Richmond,
Va. Ina
Lou Cox,
Alexandria, $750 Hagan scholarship for graduate work at University of Kentucky.
Award presented by Mrs. Joy
Swafford.
Cccillan Club — Mary Ann Lackey, Richmond, was the recipient
of the award presented by Miss
Jane Campbell.
Delta Kappa Gamma — The recipient of the scholarshly award
was Jo Ella Logan, Paris.
Biology Club Award — Sandra
Nunnelly, Cynthiana, was the recipient of the scholarship award
presented by Judith Kindred Delaney, Winchester, president of the
Biology Club.
Kappa Delta PI Initiates—Nelle
Bonny, Irvine; Cellla Ann Conley.
Russell; Joyce Ann Curry. Richmond; Glcnda Flanagan, Faubush:
Sue Garner, Somerset; Jane Graham, Carrollton; Barbara Edwards, Louisville; Julia Holt, Corbin; Rotoa Hurst, Richmond; Judith Isaac, Richmond; Linda Murrell, Irvine; Mary Ann Lyons,
Maysvllle; Mary Alaae Lipscomb,
Richmond; Naomi Jones, Richmond; Levada Ann Rogers, London; Nancy Rodgers, Carrollton;
Thelma Thomas, Wallins Creek;
Deanna Wainscott, Lawrenceburg;
Jeanne Adams, Richmond.
PI Omega PI Initiates — Barbara Chestnut, East Bernstadt;
Patty Miracle, Middleaboro; Carolyn Evans, Louisville; Judy Wilson, Butler; Mary Ann Eversole,
Boonesville; Carol Newman, Vlrgia; Barbara Eowders, Richmond;
Brenda Skelton, Louisville; Joy
Graham, Erlanger; Barbara Reiser, Louisville; Lois Webb, West
Van Lear; Janet Wesley, Louisville; Joan Elkin, Berea; Dottie
Mathews, Glasgow; Ernestine WH-,
liams, London; Sue Garner, Somerset; Mary Beth Brown, Liberty;
Margie Dees, Brodhead.
The members of the Women's
Administrative Council, the sponsoring organization, are Deana
Munson, Frahkfort, Burnam Hall
Council; Arlene Hatton, Richmond,
Collegiate Pentacle; Norma Schmidt, South Fort Mitchell, Owens;
Nancy Campbell, Gray, Home
Economics Club; Betty Tichcnor,
Erlanger, Kappa Kappa Sigma;
Prlscllla Lane, Richmond, Music
Council, Susan Congleton, Barbourvllle, Sullivan Hall Council;
Barbara
Summons.
Newtown,
Ohio. Women's Recreation Association; Judy Kendle, Frankfort,
Young Women's Christian Association; Spaldlng, Mill,
Memorial
Hall Council.
Arlene Hatton presided at the
program and the devotional was
given by Judy Kendle, Frankfort,
Prlscllla Lane, Richmond, who
was accompanied by Mary Ann
Edwards,
Richmond, sang the
Lord's Prayer. The Prelude and
Postlude were played by Mjary
Ann Edwards, Richmond. Special
music for the tapping ceremonies
was furnished by the Eastern string ensemble under the direction
of Lyle Wolfram. Members of the
ensemble are Patricia Coleman,
Lexington; Jackie Van Zant, Louisville: Ross Stocker, Richmond;
James Llbby, Lakewood, Ohio.
Mrs. Blance Seevers, assistant
Proressor of music, sang and Old
English ballad accompanied by
Miss Brown E. Telford, associate
?rofessor of music. Mrs. Emma
. Case, dean of women, is advisor to the Women's Administrative
Council.
,

W. O. HARBER

L. H. MINTER

BURNAM AND HARBER
GENERAL INSURANCE
McKee Building
Richmond. Kentucky
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COLUNS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
PHONE 77

By CHARLES W. 8EMONI8
If someday, countless ages past the-day I die.
The Higher Powers hold solemn conclave in the sky
And mutually agree to send me back to this > . .
The place tfiat some call Just the opposite of bliss . . .
I'd like to come, I think, as sighing wind that grieves
In fall and plays a requiem for dying leaves.
Or, better still, perhaps as water in a stream
That glides along and sings while sleeping meadows dream.
To tell the honest truth, I haven't really thought
About the matter much and likely would be caught
By indecision should the choice be left to me.
With shucking corn and other things to do, you see,
A person doesn't think about eternity
And what he'd like to be if being heavenly
Is hard to do and Just not practical. I see
No cause for great distress about the matter, though,
Since coming back to earth again is mighty low
On Reason's flawless scale of possibilities.
But if somewhere, a million centuries A.D.,
The great decree, "Return To Earth," is sent to me,
I'm sure that If a thorn Is anything to be
The gods will save the being of it just for me.

NEWS FROM
THE ALUMNI
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Murphy
are the proud parents of a baby
daughter, Patricia Lynn, born on
March 22 at Middlctown Hospital,
Middlctown, O. Patricia Lynn is
being welcomed by a
brother,
Maurice Ray, 4',«.
Mr. Murphy was promoted this
year to Principal of Trenton High
School where he .had taught Industrial Arts for the past year
arid a half. He received his B. S.
degree at Eastern in- 1956 and his
M. A. in 1958.
,
Mrs. Murphy was the former
Denyse Campbell, class of 1955.
Denyse writes, "We enjoy getting
tlie Progress although we do not
know many now but Just reading
about Eastern is enjoyable." Their
address is 505 South Marshall
Road, Middlctown, Ohio.

RED A
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
3 Miles North of Richmond

Saturday. April 29
Two Features In Color!

'mmSStf^>

Torch Lighters
Review Reading
The Harvard
printing presses
have recently released a new book
on why reading is a difficulty foi
school children. Eastern took part
in the survey which went into
making the. book. Gladys Tyng
and Dorland Coates were two of
the Eastern faculty members that
sent information. The title of the
book is the Torch Lighters and
has been compiled under the direction of Mary C. Austin and has a
forward written by Dean Francis
Keppel.

yoor s«l laid. An occasion*! check-up costs
lots than a repair fob.

KIRK'S
Television & Radio Service
North Second at Broadway
1 BLOCK PAST ARMORY

Phone 1304

You Are Always Welcome At
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You're a natural wonder in

Our jaunly wmruirrr i* (porting a
cool cloud of a suit, cut on flattering
linn to improve any man'* natural resourcn. The slim. 3-bntton jacket Is
easy on your shoulders; the trousers
arc recd-narrow, pleatleu Post-Crads.
in perfect focus for the new, natural
HIS look.

Al your favorite campus store; in a
wide and wonderful selection of washable all-cotton fabrics and automatic
wash-and-wear Patron polyester
blends. ..^OOBav $I9S} to flyoo

ACTIVITY CALENDAR—MAY 1-6
MONDAY, MAY 1
I..
Lecture: "Mozart's Piano Music and Its PerformanceT
—Mr. Soullma Stravinsky, Brock Auditorium.
Baseball Game, Eastern and Centre, Baseball Field.
Wesley Foundation, Blue Room.
Music Educators National Conference, Blue Room.
Music Club, Student Lounge, Foster Bldg.
Newman Club, Room 202, S. U. B.
Industrial Arts Club, Fitzpatrlck Bldg.
Piano Recital: Mr. Soullma Stravinsky, Brock Auditorium.
TUESDAY, MAY 2
D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship, Little Theater.
Lecture: "Contemporary Piano Literature", Brock
Auditorium.
Track Meet, Eastern and Tenn. Tech, Hanger Stadium.
Laurel County Club, Room 202, S. U. B.
Home Economics Club, Fitzpatrlck, Room 15.
Westminster Fellowship, Blue Room.
Physics Club, Room 217, Science Hall.
Model Hi F. H. A. Banquet, Blue Room.
Agriculture Club, Room 305, Weaver Bldg.
Sullivan Hall House Council (Rehearsal, Little Theater.
General Student Recital, Room 300, Foster Bldg.
WEDNESDAY. MAY 3
Assembly: Law Day. Speaker: Mr. George Ross, Brock
Auditorium:
Sigma Tau Pi, Little Theater.
Faculty Wives Dinner, Blue Room.
Kyma Club, Room 202, S. U. B.
Collegiate Pentacle, Room 201, S. U. B.
Student N. E. A. Banquet, Benault Inn.
E Club. Room 103, S. U. B.
Sullivan Hall House Council Variety Show, Little
Theater.
THURSDAY, MAY 4
D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship, Little Theater.
D. S. F., Blue Room.
Student Council, Room 100, S. U. B>
Dance Revue—Sponsored by Jr. Woman's Club, Brock
Auditorium.
FRIDAY. MAY 5
Golf Match, Eastern and East Tennessee, Madison.
Country Club.
Track Meet, Eastern and University of Cincinnati,
Hanger Stadium.
Baseball Game, Eastern and East Tennessee, Baseball
Field.
SATURDAY, MAY 12
Senior Banquet, Lafayette Hotel.
■ '*

THIS NATURAL-LOOK
SUMMER SUIT
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WAYMAN'S
DEP'T.

STORES

RICHMOND

—

BEREA

"The Bargain City of the Blue Grass"
SPECIAL!

»*.«aaSeB

BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
Toast, Jelly. Coffee

j«i»

MTTLfc eoft

//VOUTR

CVERY
WED- — FRI. — SAT.
Vi -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fries 4 Slaw

79c
SHOP

39c
SWEET

Sunday And Monday,
April 30- May 1

Scon
Bucmmtt ,,
llO«j

RANDOLPH

KESSLER'S JEWELRY

COLOR :—M

Tue. - Wed.. May 2 - 3

JEWELRY STORE!
RICHMOND'S ONLY CUT - RATE

*
•

.

20% Discount

Thur. • Fri.. May 4 - 5
2—first Run Movies!

To Students

7HJFW/iDB/D£\
Man**

JACK NKH01S0N
0E0MIANNA CARTER '

— Co - Hit —

msm*

am HUMS

This od wil admit one
student Free! when accompanied by another
paid admission Tuesday thru Friday, excluding Holidays.
IN THE COLLEGE

BRAND ROUND-UP
Git en the BRANDWAG0N

DYKES
NSURANCE
AGENCY
Second And Irvine
Richmond, Kentucky

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
WE ARE KNOWN FOR

2:00 p. m.

3:00 p. m.

If you like yowr radio ond television service
that way, you'll like «vr service. Give us *
rlMf. We'll do our bait to get the iome nice
reputation with you that we enjoy wfth hundreds of other tuitowers. Don'l wall until

A

On A Theme Suggested By J. B.

Phone 1451

FOOD

...it's lets if fin!
SOME LUCKY EASTERN STUDENT WILL WIN:
1ST PRIZE— 1 mere A Stereophonic 4speed
hi fidelity connote photograph.
2ND PRIZB—I KEYSTONE 8M movie camera
and carrying cam with FIJI tens.
.RULES:
1. Content open to Eastern students and student organizations
2. Save empty pat-luge" of Marlboro, Parliament, Alpine and Phil*.
Morris. Turn In all packages at the end of the contest to Business ,""
—Progress Office.

S. Contest opens now and closes May 5th at 12 Noon.
WHO WIN^:
1st Prize will he awarded to any group, fraternity, sorority or
dividual submitting the largest number of empty packages of
boro. Parliament, Alpine and Philip Morris. 2nd Prize will be awarded only to the Individual submitting
most empty packages of Philip Morris Commander king size.

Get on the BANDWAGON ... It's lots of fun!
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MiriU

Free Parking
—————

